
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mondays 
 4:00-4:30pm Making Moves | Ages 3-5 | Caroline 

 5:00-6:00pm Jazz/Modern/Contemporary | Ages 10+ | Caroline 

 5:30-6:30pm All That Jazz | Ages 6-9 | Maddie 

 6:05-7:20pm Int/Adv Ballet & Variations | Caroline 

 6:35-7:35pm Adult Jazz/Contemporary Fusion | Maddie 

  

Tuesdays 
 4:30-5:00pm Explore Dance | Ages 5 | Julie 

 5:00-6:00pm Beg Hip hop | Ages 6+ | Kshitija 

 5:00-5:45pm Tap Tune-Up | Julie 

 6:05-7:05pm Int/Adv Hip hop | Hip hop & House, Grooves from your House  

    | Kshitija 

 6:05-7:05pm Teen Intro to Dance | Ages 11+ | Julie 

 7:10-8:10pm Teen/Adult Beg/Int Hip hop | Kshitija 

 

Wednesdays 
 4:00-4:30pm StoryTelling & Dance | Ages 3-4 | Julie 

 5:30-6:30pm Beg Ballet | Ages 6+ | Caroline 

 6:35-7:35pm Keep It Up | Stretch + Strength | Caroline 

 

Thursdays 
 4:30-5:30pm All Boys Hip hop I | Kshitija 

 5:35-6:35pm All Boys Hip hop II | Kshitija 

 6:40-7:40pm Teen/Adult Int/Adv Hip hop | Kshitija  

 

  

 

 

  

Chance to Dance 
6 Week Sessions! 

November 2nd – December 17th  
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6 Week Sessions! 

November 2nd – December 17th  
 
 

Tuition for 6 Weeks 
30 min : $50 
45 min : $65 

1 hour -1 hr 15min : $90 
Unlimited: $200 

Family Rate: $250 
 

5% discount for multiple classes 
Tuition due upon first week of classes 

No registration fee 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Class Descriptions 
All classes have been adapted to take from your space at home! 

 

Making Moves, Ages 3-5 | Taught by Caroline  
Creative Movement is a joyful way for children to explore movement through music, 

develop physical skills, channel energy, stimulate imagination, and promote creativity. 

Creative movement uses body actions to: communicate an image, idea, or feeling. 

 

Jazz/Modern/Contemporary (JMC), Ages 10+ | Taught by Caroline 
 Two weeks of basic Chicago style Jazz classes (warm-up/technique/short combo 

Two weeks of basic Modern (Limon, Horton, and release technique based class) 

Two weeks of basic contemporary (improvisation warm-up and introductory floorwork) 

 

All That Jazz, Ages 6-9 | Taught by Madeline (Maddie) 
Explore different styles/techniques of jazz while working on technique, this class will focus 

on beginner and intermediate dancers to prepare them for jazz classes in the future. Styles 

include Broadway, Musical Theatre, Luigi, Giordano and many more. Whether you’re new 

to jazz or have been taking a couple of years, this is a great class to get back into shape for 

dance.  

 

Int/Adv Ballet & Variations | Taught by Caroline  
The first forty-five minutes will be an abbreviated ballet barre and a few center exercises. 

We will dedicate the last thirty minutes or so to learning classical ballet variations. 

 

Adult Jazz/Contemporary Fusion | Taught by Madeline (Maddie) 
A little bit of Contemporary, a little bit of ballet, a little bit of jazz, and a whole lot of fun! 

Warm-ups are ballet based, mixed with jazz technique. We will explore the jazz moves we 

know and love. This class is perfect for those that want to get moving or try a new style 

and love the world of dance! 

 

Explore Dance, Ages 5 | Taught by Julie 
Two weeks of ballet, two weeks of jazz, and two weeks of hip hop, this class is welcome 

to any 5 years and even almost 5! These dancers will have the chance to try the genres we 

offer here at the studio!  
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Beg Hip hop, Ages 6+ | Taught by Kshitija 
Explore hip hop and the basics with using themed props and costumes at home! Think 

90’s themed classes, using props from the kitchen, and you might even teach your family 

some of your cool moves you have learned! A new theme every week! 

 

Hip hop & House, Grooves from your House, Int/Adv levels | Taught by Kshitija 
Similar to Beg Hip hop, themes will be used weekly to explore hip hop with the focus 

being on House style! Must have previous experience as this is a Int/Adv level hip hop 

class.  

 

Teen Intro to Dance, Ages 11+ | Taught by Julie/Madeline  
New to dance? Teens are welcome here! Develop an understanding of dance in a no 

pressure class.  Based in Jazz technique, dancers will explore different movement qualities 

and styles. 

 

Teen/Adult Beg/Int Hip hop | Taught by Kshitija 
Fun themes weekly! Learn different styles and ways to get your groove on. 

 

Teen/Adult Beg/Int Hip hop | Taught by Kshitija 
Fun themes weekly! Learn different styles and ways to get your groove on. Must have 

previous experience.  
 

Storytelling & Dance, Ages 3-4 | Taught by Julie  
Enjoy Mrs. Julie reading stories each week and dancing to themed music. Each week will 

be a different story (dance related) and ending the sixth week with “the Nutcracker”. 

    

Beg Ballet, Ages 6+ | Taught by Caroline 
Intro to ballet/beginner ballet mix- a no pressure ballet class. Understand the foundation 

of ballet while getting a jumpstart of what to expect in a ballet class.  

 

Keep It Up, Stretch + Strength | Taught by Caroline 
This class is a perfect addition for students training in every dance genre.  We will split our 

focus between increasing flexibility and strengthening important muscles needed to 

support more advanced dance training. This is an opportunity to gain a deeper 

understanding of how each student’s body works, why we need to work on certain muscle 

groups, and how we can achieve the results we want. **Must have a mat, TheraBand, and 

hand towel/slider at every class. 
 

All Boys Hip hop I, Ages 6+ | Taught by Kshitija 
Boys Only, No Girls Allowed! Beginning class for the boys to explore the foundations of 

hip hop. Themed classes to aid in the exploration of different styles and techniques!  

 

 

 



All Boys Hip hop II, Ages 9+ | Taught by Kshitija 
Boys Only, No Girls Allowed! Int/Adv class for the boys with themed classes to aid in the 

exploration of different styles and techniques! This class will build off some of the 

movement learned in previous classes at the studio.  

 

 

Tap Tune Up, Ages 6 + \ Taught by Julie 
45 minutes of building up our ankles and step improvement.  Review steps already learned 

and increase knowledge of tap. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  


